
BIGFEET Elephant Foundation
weighing as much as 6 tons and having a lifespan of 60-70 years!

Elephants play an important role as ecosystem engineers, helping

to shape their habitats and supporting the various fauna and flora

they co-exist with.

Unfortunately, elephants face two major threats from poaching for

the illegal ivory trade and habitat loss. According to a study done

by the Great Elephant Census in 2016 it was revealed that savanna

elephant numbers were declining at a rate of 8 per cent a year.

On Meerendal Wine Estate we strive to promote an outdoor and

healthy lifestyle. Although this is a very important aspect,

Meerendal also believes in the importance of conservation

initiatives as well as creating awareness for the incredible

creatures that make South Africa their home.

In many African cultures the African Elephant is revered as a

symbol of strength, power, loyalty, wisdom and longevity. These

gentle giants are the largest land animals on Earth with bulls



BIGFEET Elephant Foundation

We thank everyone who has helped support this worthy cause.

For more information on our Bigfeet wines or how you can help

contribute you can contact our tasting room or give us a call,

thank you for helping support a worthy cause.

Email: tasting@meerendal.co.za

Tel: +27 21 975 1655

As a way to help protect Africa’s elephants, Meerendal founded

the BIGFEET Elephant Foundation in 2013, a charity aimed and

involved in the well being of Africa’s Elephants. To help raise

funds for this goal, Meerendal first made a red wine and called it

“Bigfeet Pressed for Elephants”, followed by white wine of the

same name.

For every bottle of BIGFEET sold Meerendal donates R1 to the

BIGFEET Elephant Foundation who supports various charities,

amongst others the Elephants Alive organization, to help protect

our elephants from the Ivory trade and poachers.

The Elephants Alive Foundation aims to ensure the survival of

elephants and their habitats and to promote harmonious co-

existence between man and elephants. Their quest involves

research solutions which acknowledge elephants as an integral

part of the ecosystem they occupy.

Since 2013 Meerendal’s BIGFEET Elephants foundation, has

raised over R500,000 through the sale of this wine, to support

various charities that help save and protect elephants from the

ivory trade and poachers.


